Determination of 198Au X-rays emission probabilities.
This work describes the measurements of the K X-ray and gamma-ray emission probabilities per decay of (198)Au performed at the Nuclear Metrology Laboratory (LMN) at the IPEN, São Paulo. The radioactive sample was obtained by means of (197)Au(n, gamma)(198)Au reaction irradiating an Au foil in a thermal neutron flux near the core of the IPEN 3.5 MW research reactor. The activity of samples was determined in a 4pibeta-gamma coincidence system, setting the gamma window at the 411.80 keV total energy absorption peak. The same samples were measured in two different spectrometers: a HPGe planar spectrometer with Be window, suitable for measurements in the low energy range and a coaxial REGe spectrometer. Both spectrometers were previously calibrated in a well defined geometry by means of standard sources calibrated in a 4pibeta-gamma coincidence system. MCNP4C Monte Carlo code was used for simulating the REGe spectrometer calibration curve, and a new version of code ESQUEMA was adopted for simulating the detection processes in the coincidence system, in order to predict the efficiency extrapolation curve.